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Beading machine sheet metal
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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION This invention concerns a machine for heavy-plate, moulding, edge forming and circumcision of sheet metal parts, which the machine consists of at least two corresponding load rollers, each of which is on a trimming cylinder, including the upper load roller and the lower circumnamation, as well as at least one limit stop for
the sheet metal parts to be processed. The invention also concerns the process of shaping, forming edges and loads of sheet metal parts using a load machine. 1. Discussions about machines for the heavy selling of art of this type and processes for inhabiting sheet metal works are known from previous art. These types of printing machines and processes
are mainly used for forming cold forming sheet metal parts. In this case, the forming step involves inserting the sheet metal part to be processed into a space made up of a pair of obsessing cylinders and its passage. However, the lack of previous art machines for hand-in-it-hand and corresponding processes manages that fixed stops are always used for this
purpose. However, fixed stops limit the scope of use of previous artistic machines and processes to form defined radii or straight edges. As a result, previous art visitation machines and processes will not be able to create shapes that include different radii. 2. The object of the invention therefore is the subject of this invention to provide a generic curb machine
that allows straight shapes, shapes with fixed radii, as well as shapes with changing, variable radii to be created in a sheet metal part. Another subject of this invention is the creation of a general process that allows to obtain direct shapes, shapes with fixed radii, as well as shapes with variable radii in a sheet metal part. This object is executed using
independent claims properties. Other designs of the invention are described in the sub-costs. The overloaded machine of this invention will not require the presence of fixed end stops to guide one or plural of sheet metal parts(s). In accordance with the invention, the stop for sheet metal parts is delivered in one or both bypasses. In this invention, the
overloaded cylinder has the function of a known fixed limit stop. This allows shapes to be generated with changing radii. However, it also allows you to generate straight shapes and shapes with fixed radii. Additional separate end stops that are included in previous artistic permissions will no longer be required. DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT In the advantageous design of the machine for the burdened image of the invention, the top and bottom linings of the beading rollers together form a supply gap for sheet metal parts, which feed gap turns into a folded recess that includes at least one pressing and bending surface, and the edge of the bender is available in the lining on the
wall, between the inlet gaps and the folded recess, and the stop is located opposite the indicated edge of the bender, in the appropriate other round of the roller. A burdened machine design of this kind eliminates the need for separate end stops for sheet metal parts–which makes the gleying machine of contemporary invention more versatile in terms of its
range of applications. In another advantageous design of the machine for a laden invention, the folded recess extends towards the exterior, in the direction opposite the entrance gap, and becomes a free gap that opens towards the exterior. This allows sheet metal parts of different thicknesses to be processed without problems, even in the case of relatively
thick sheet metal parts, as a free space prevents any contact between the top and bottom bypasses. In accordance with the required working mode for sheet metal parts, the machine of this invention may have a limit stop in the lower lining, which extends along the party gap up to the pressing and bending surface. On the other hand, it is also possible to
ensure a stop in the upper bypass cylinder when switching from the supply gap to the pressing and bending surface. In another advantageous design of the invention there is a limit stop also in the upper lining, which extends along the ground gap up to the pressing and bending surface. The inventive process of shaping, forming edges and loaded sheet
metal parts using a load machine involves the following steps: In the first process step a) the first sheet metal part is introduced into the machine for the loaded bypass, with a pair of load rollers, including upper and lower picture rollers, the limit stop being part of the lower load roller and extending along the gap to the pressing and bending surface, the limit
stop roller being delivered to the lower bypass cylinder and extending along the filling gap up to the pressing and bending surface, the limit stop is supplied in the lower part and extends along the filling gap up to the pressing and bending surface, the limit stop being delivered in the lower bypass cylinder and extending along the filling gap up to the pressing
and bending surface up to the pressing and bending surface, with the limit stop surface being available under siege and extending along the float gap up to the pressing and bending surface , whereby the limit stop is secured in the lower snow cylinder and extends along the filling gap up to the pressing , and is carried out to pass there so as to perform the first
forming operations on the indicated first sheet metal part. In the next process step b), said the first sheet metal part is introduced into the walled machine with a walled roller pair including the upper and lower loaded rollers, with the limit stop forming in the upper face of the roller and is placed in the transition from the supply gap to the pressing and bending
surface, and made to pass there so as to perform the second forming operation on the indicated first sheet metal part. Subsequently, in procedural step c), a second sheet metal part with this pair of obsessive cylinders is introduced into the said walled machine, including the mentioned upper and lower bypasses, with a limit stop in the lower wall cylinder and
extending along the sheet metal gap up to the pressing and bending surface and being made to pass through there on the second sheet metal part. The first and second sheet metal parts are connected at the deformed ends and the connected sheet metal parts are then introduced into a walled machine with a pair of load rollers, including the upper and lower
press rollers, the end stops are available in the upper panel cylinder and extend along the filling gap up to the pressing and bending surface and pass through there in such a way as to obtain a narrow and inseparable connection of the first and second sheet metal parts. The process of contemporary invention allows shaping of sheet metal parts including
interchangeable radii. However, straight shapes and shapes with fixed radii are also possible. In another convenient implementation of the process of invention, the process is carried out continuously by assembling different pairs of bed bed rollers in a series. For example, an overloaded machine of invention can be used for the production of viers, bent
grooves or bent wall cladding with different radii made of sheet metal parts. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS Further details, characteristics and advantages of the invention may be obtained from the description following the execution shown in the drawings, of which FIG. 1 is schematically looking at the first facet a few machine rims on the face in
accordance with this invention; 2 is a schematically view of another burdened roller pair of overloaded machine in accordance with the current invention; fig. 3 is a schematically looking at another besieged roller pair of overloaded machine in accordance with this invention. 1 is a schematically view of the overloaded machine 10 with the upper load roller 12
and the lower load roller 14. Together, the upper and lower linings of the rams form 12, 14 supply gap 32 for inserting and passing the sheet metal parts to be processed in them. This view shows that in the lower bypass cylinder 14, a limit stop of 16 is created for sheet metal parts, which extends along the gap up to the pressing and bending surface 24. View
fig. 1 further shows that the mea-gap 32 is changed to a compound recess 26, which includes two pressing and bending surfaces 24, 34. Available in top homing cylinder 12, between said feed gap 32 and said compound recess 26, is the edge of bender 28. From this point of view, it can be seen that the limit stop of 16 is available in the lower beading
cylinder 14, opposite the stated edge of bender 28. Compound recess 26 extends towards the exterior, in the direction opposite the listed feeding gap 32, and becomes a free space of 30 funnels open towards the outside. Both 12, 14 load rollers are rotably mounted in fasteners, with a groove of 20 for the knobbled nut (not shown), fit 18 and groove 22 for
the fastening wedge (not shown), to be inserted all available for fixing or fixing the fasteners. Homing rollers 12, 14 are usually made of hardened steel. However, it is also possible to other materials with similar hardness properties. FIG. 2 is a schematically view of the 10's overloaded machine with a top 12' load roller and a lower 14' heavy cylinder. As can
be obtained from this perspective, feed gap 32 is also formed between two 12' and 14' guidance rollers. The gap here also changes to a compound pick of 26 and a free space of 30. In the illustrated design, the 16' limit stop is available in the top 12' cylinder and formed during the transition from feed gap 32 to pressing and bending surfaces 34. Opposite
said stop limit 16', the edge of bender 28 is again placed. Other properties of the load machine 10′ from. 2 are identical to the characteristics of the fig load machine design. 1. 3 is a schematically view of the machine 10 with the top load roller 12 and the bottom bandage roller 14. This pair of beading rollers also forms a feeding gap of 32, which eventually
becomes a folded recess of 26 and a free gap of 30. In this design, stop 16 is indicated in the top lining 12 and extends along the 32 gap to the pressing and bending surface 34. The edge of bender 28 is located opposite the specified limit stop 16. The 10-load machine with a pair of 12, 14 heavy rollers is used to connect the first and second sheet metal
parts in a close and inseparable way. DETAILED DESCRIPTION The following is an exemplary description of how a bent groove with different radii is made of two sheet metal parts. First, the first sheet metal part, one end of which has already been turned on the edge, is inserted into a 10-cylinder machine with a pair of 12, 14 load rollers and is made to
pass there. This causes another turn on on the edge and the resulting fold closes. Subsequently, the thus formed end of the sheet metal part is inserted into the load machine 10's bypassing cylinder pair of 12', 14'and made to pass there. This causes additional rotation at the edge of the end of the first sheet metal part. Finally, a second sheet metal part with
a pair of 12, 14 load cylinders is inserted into the 10 brickwork machine and is made to pass through there in such a way that the swivel edge and the closed fold at one end of the other sheet metal part are formed anyway. Thus formed the ends of the first and second sheet metal parts are slided together, inserted into a loaded machine 10 with a pair of
obsessive rollers 12, 14 and made to pass there. This connects the two sheet metal parts in a close and inseparable way. In addition to the production of bent grooves from sheet metal parts, wall covers can also be produced in a simple and inexpensive way. However, any other element consisting of bent sheet metal parts or variable radii may be produced
by means of 10, 10′, 10. 10 load machines.
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